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Abstract
Can one compute a low-dimensional representation of any given data by looking only
at its small sample, chosen cleverly on the fly?
Motivated by the above question, we consider the problem of low-rank matrix
approximation: given a matrix A E Rm", one wants to compute a rank-k matrix
(where k << min{m, n}) nearest to A in the Frobenius norm (also known as the
Hilbert-Schmidt norm). We prove that using a sample of roughly O(k/E) rows of A
one can compute, with high probability, a (1 + E)-approximation to the nearest rank-k
matrix. This gives an algorithm for low-rank approximation with an improved error
guarantee (compared to the additive c IIA112 guarantee known earlier from the work of
Frieze, Kannan, and Vempala) and running time O(Mk/l), where M is the number of
non-zero entries of A. The proof is based on two sampling techniques called adaptive
sampling and volume sampling, and some linear algebraic tools.
Low-rank matrix approximation under the Frobenius norm is equivalent to the
problem of finding a low-dimensional subspace that minimizes the sum of squared
distances to given points. The general subspace approximation problem asks one to
find a low-dimensional subspace that minimizes the sum of p-th powers of distances
(for p > 1) to given points. We generalize our sampling techniques and prove similar
sampling-based dimension reduction results for subspace approximation. However,
the proof is geometric.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Sampling-based dimension reduction
Large or massive data sets can often be visualized as sets of points in a high-
dimensional Euclidean space. Typical examples of large data sets include document-
term matrix, DNA microarray data, PageRank matrix etc. Most of these examples
store information about some n objects, and some m features for each of them. Hence,
we can think of a large data set as a set of points al, a2 , ... am R n , where both m
and n are large, and ai's correspond to the feature vectors. Many of these features
may be correlated, causing much redundancy in the data and in addition, there may
be some noise.
In data-mining, statistics, and clustering, we want to remove this redundancy and
noise in large data sets to make sure that our algorithms do not suffer from this false
high-dimensionality of data. Hence, we want to find a low-dimensional representation
of given large data set. One way to achieve this is by dimension reduction, i.e., by
embedding the points al, a2,... , am E R n into a low-dimensional Euclidean space, say
V IRk, where k << m, n. For simplicity, we will consider V to be a k-dimensional
linear subspace of R n , and our embedding to be the orthogonal projection onto V.
This brings forth a few obvious questions:
1. How to measure the "goodness" of subspace V? In other words, when is a
k-dimensional linear subspace V the best fit for our data points al, a 2 ,... , am?
2. Can we find the optimal subspace V* under this measure?
3. How good is a random subspace V?
These questions gave rise to spectral projection and random projection, which are
the two most popular dimension reduction techniques in practice. However for certain
problems, random projections are not quite effective as they are data-independent,
and spectral projections are either futile or computationally expensive. In this thesis,
we will explore this gray area where we need data-dependent dimension reduction
techniques. Here are a few important questions to begin with:
1. Can one compute an approximately optimal subspace by looking only at a small
sample S of the given data-points al, a2 ,. • , am?
2. What distributions are useful? How to do the sampling?
3. What does it mean to have V = span(S), for a small sample S, approximately
optimal?
Finding low-dimensional representations of large data sets using their small sample
is what we call sampling-based dimension reduction. Some obvious advantages of
sampling-based dimension reduction are as follows:
1. It maintains sparsity of the data, i.e., if original data al, a 2 ,..., am is sparse,
then the description of V as span(S) is also sparse.
2. span(S) gives, in some sense, a set of "more significant" features and the other
features behave roughly like linear combinations of features in S. This is useful
to extract correlations.
3. It gives pass-efficient algorithms, i.e., we can read data in a few sequential passes
and come up with its low-dimensional representation using a sample picked on
the fly.
1.2 Overview
In Chapter 2, we consider the problem of low-rank matrix approximation under the
Frobenius norm. The measure of "goodness" of a subspace V here is the least squared
error, i.e., we want a k-dimensional linear subspace V that minimizes
(d(ai, V)21
In other words, given a matrix A E Rmx , we want to find another matrix B E Rmxn
of rank at most k that minimizes the Frobenius norm,
IA - BIIF = (Ai - Bij)2
We will prove that using a sample S of O (k/E) points from al, a2 ,... , am, one can find
a k-dimensional linear subspace V C span(S) which, in expectation, gives (1 + E)-
approximation to the optimal. This leads to a randomized (1 + e)-approximation
algorithm for low-rank matrix approximation that requires O(k log k) passes over the
data and runs in time O(Mk/E) - linear in M, the number of non-zero entries of A -
outperforming spectral and random projection techniques. In the process, we improve
upon a previous result of Frieze, Kannan, and Vempala [15], and generalize their
squared-length sampling scheme in two different ways: adaptive sampling and volume
sampling. Our proofs use linear algebraic tools, and combine these two generalizations
to get the final result. These results appeared in joint papers with Luis Rademacher,
Santosh Vempala, and Grant Wang [11, 13].
In Chapter 3, we consider a generalization of low-rank matrix approximation called
subspace approximation, where the measure of "goodness" of V is Lp-error, i.e., we
want a k-dimensional linear subspace V that minimizes
d(ai, V)P
where p > 1. We extend our adaptive and volume sampling techniques to prove that
using a sample S of 0 (k2 (k/e)p+l) points from a, a2, ... , am, we get a randomized
bi-criteria approximation, i.e., span(S) gives a (1 + e)-approximation to the optimal
k-dimensional subspace, with high probability. This work appeared in a joint paper
with Kasturi Varadarajan [12].
In Chapter 4, we will see some applications of our sampling-based techniques and
a few related problems.
1.3 Related work
Since the result of Frieze, Kannan, and Vempala [15], there has been a lot of work on
pass-efficient algorithms for low-rank matrix approximation. All of these are random-
ized algorithms that read the given large matrix sequentially in a small number of
passes, and produce an approximately optimal low-rank approximation. Most notable
among these are the results of Achlioptas and McSherry [3], Drineas, Kannan, and
Mahoney [8], which achieved better additive approximations than [15]. Har-Peled
[17] and Drineas, Mahoney, and Muthukrishnan [9], independent of our work, gave
linear time algorithms for low-rank matrix approximation with a multiplicative guar-
antee (although with more number of passes over the data). Finally, a recent result
of Sa.rlos [21] gave a 2-pass algorithm for low-rank matrix approximation, although
his algorithm is not sampling-based.
The work of Shyamalkumar and Varadarajan [22] has been a precursor to the
results in Chapter 3. The ideas therein were inspired by the earlier works of Har-
Peled and Varadarajan [18, 19].

Chapter 2
Low-Rank Matrix Approximation
In this chapter, we consider the problem of low-rank matrix approximation under the
Frobenius norm: Given A E R mX" and an integer k, we want to find another matrix
B E IRmxn of rank at most k that minimizes the Frobenius norm of their difference,
i.e.,
11A - B11F - (Ai. - Bij)
i,j
It is easy to see that low-rank matrix approximation under the Frobenius norm is
equivalent to the following problem: Given points a,, a2 ,..., am E Rn, we want to
find a k-dimensional linear subspace V that minimizes the least squared error, or
equivalently the L2-error,
d(a , V)2)
To see the equivalence of these two formulations, we can think of the rows of A as
al ,a 2 , ... ,amr, the rows of B as b, b2, ... , bm, and span(bl, b2 ,..., bm) C V.
2.1 Singular value decomposition (SVD)
How to find the optimal subspace V* when its "goodness" is measured by the least
squared error? It is known that the optimal subspace can be computed using Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD) as follows.
Any A E Rm x" has a decomposition given by
A = E Z iuivT,
i=1
where r is the rank of A and al 2 2 ... 0r a 0 are called singular values of
A; ul, u, .- , Ur E m and vl, v2 ,.. . , r E Rn are orthonormal sets of vectors called
as left and right singular vectors of A, respectively. This is called Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) of A and it can be computed in time O (min{mn2, m 2n}). It
follows that Avi = aiui and ATui = aivi, for 1 < i < r, and
IAIF= =
i=1
In other words, a 2 2 > .~ .. > U a 2 > 0 are the eigenvalues of AAT.
Proposition 1. Let A E Rmx", then an optimal rank-k approximation to A under
the Frobenius norm is given by
k
Ak = O iciTv
i=1
Or in other words, V* = span(v1 , v2 , ... , Vk) is an optimal k-dimensional linear sub-
space under the least squared error measure. Moreover, the minimum error of rank-k
approximation is
r
1IA - Ak11F r2
i=k+l
Proof. See Theorem 8.2 in [23]. O
Even though SVD runs in polynomial time, with the emergence of large data sets
or large matrices in practical applications, it has become important to design faster
algorithms for low-rank matrix approximation. A first step in this direction is to
perform dimension reduction. We consider the simplest form of dimension reduction:
projecting the given points al, a2,..., am onto a low-dimensional subspace W C R'.
Let A be a matrix with rows are al, a2,..., am, and rw(A) be the matrix whose rows
are lrw(al), rww(a2),.. ., rw(am), i.e., projections of a, a2, ... ,am onto W. We want a
subspace W with the guarantee that finding low-rank matrix approximation of irw(A)
gives an approximately good answer to the low-rank approximation of A. If we can
efficiently find such a subspace W, our algorithm is simple: find W, compute irw(A),
use SVD to find the best rank-k approximation to Irw(A). Hence, the running time
of our algorithm, apart from the time required to find W, is
O (M -dim(W) + min{m -dim(W)2, m 2 - dim(W)}) ,
where M is the number of non-zero entries of A. This is effectively O (M dim(W)/e)
and it outperforms SVD if dim(W) is small and if we can find W efficiently.
2.1.1 Notation
Given a subspace W C R", we denote the orthogonal projection onto W by rw(.).
For a matrix A E Rmxn with rows al, a2 ,... am, we use 7rw(A) to denote to matrix
whose rows are irw(a1), lrw(a2),..., - rw(am). We use 7rw,k(A) to denote the best rank-
k approximation to rw(A). In other words, it is the best rank-k approximation to A
whose rows lie in W.
When W = span(S), as in the case of sampling-based dimension reduction, we use
7rspan(S),k(A) to denote the best rank-k approximation to A whose rows lie in span(S).
2.2 Random projection
A quick way to find the subspace W C R n" desired in the previous section, is to use
a random subspace of Rn . Using Johnson-Lindenstrauss Lemma [20], one can show
the following.
Proposition 2. Let W be a random linear subspace of Rn of dimension O(log m/ 2).
Then
Ew [IIA - 7rw,k(A)12] • IIA - Ak|l| + e 1AF.
Proof. See Theorem 8.5 in [23]. [O
From Proposition 2, we have
Ew [IIA - WW,k(A)I f- IIA - AkII] • c IIA12F.
Therefore, using Markov's inequality, with probability at least 3/4 we have
IIA - rw,k(A)| 2 < IIA - Ak IF + 4E IIAII2.F -- F F
This gives randomized algorithm that computes, with high probability, an additive
4c IIA 11 approximation to Ak in time 0 (Mlogm/c2), where M is the number of
non-zero entries of A.
2.3 Frieze-Kannan-Vempala algorithm
The work on sampling techniques for low-rank matrix approximation was initiated
by a result of Frieze, Kannan, and Vempala [15]. They showed that if S is an i.i.d.
sample of O(k/c) rows of A picked from the squared-length distribution, then span(S)
contains a k-dimensional subspace V whose expected error is within at most e IIA|II
of the optimum.
Theorem 3. Let A E Rm xn and S be an i.id. sample of s rows of A picked from the
following distribution:
Pi = Pr (picking a2 ) oc lai|112 ,
then
Es [A -rspan(S),k(A)I 2] 5 IA - Ak2 + k 2AF,, F  F
Hence using s = k/e, we get an additive E IIA112 approximation.
This leads to a randomized algorithm that computes, with high probability, an
additive e llA112 approximation to Ak in time O (Mk/c). This gives an improvement
over the random projection method. The result of Frieze, Kannan, and Vempala [15]
was further improved in the subsequent works by Drineas, Frieze, Kannan, Vempala,
and Vinay [7] and Drineas, Kannan, and Mahoney [8], but all these results gave an
additive approximation guarantee.
Our goal is to improve upon the Frieze-Kannan-Vempala algorithm. Here are a
few observations about where the squared-length sampling scheme fails, so that we
can think of some ways of fixing it.
1. In general, e IA |2 can be arbitrarily large compared to 1IA - AkIIf. For ex-
ample, consider the matrix A of all l's. It has a rank-1 approximation with
zero error but e JAIJJ2 = emn is very large. So we would like a multiplicative
(1 + E)-approximation instead of an additive E IA11A• approximation. However,
when A is all 1's matrix, any row gives a good approximation using its span.
So is it just the analysis of the squared-length sampling that is weak or do we
really need a new sampling technique?
2. Let el, e2,..., e, be the standard basis of RT. Imagine that our set of points
al, a2,..., am is as follows:
a, = e I ,
ai = e2 + vi, for i = 2, 3,..., m,
where vi E span(e3 ,..., en) of very small length, say j[vill[ _ e. Thus, we have
a lot of points a2, a3, ... , am clustered around e2, and a single point a, = ex.
The best 2-dimensional subspace should have error smaller than the error of
span(ei, e2), which is e2(m - 1). Whereas, if we pick a sample S of points
by squared-length sampling, most likely we will miss the lonely point a,, which
means the error for a, using subspace in span(S) will be at least 1. This is much
larger than c2(m - 1), for small e. So we need to modify the squared-length
sampling scheme so as to avoid the situation mentioned above.
2.4 Adaptive sampling
From the example given in the previous section where the squared-length sampling
fails, we see that a sample picked according to squared-length distribution may miss
some of the important points. Therefore, it may be better to pick some additional
points to capture the directions that are orthogonal to the span of our current sample.
This gives rise to the first generalization of squared-length sampling called adaptive
sampling. In adaptive sampling, we start with an initial subspace V, pick a sample
S of points with probabilities proportional to their squared distances from V, and
use span(V U S) as our next subspace. Here is the analysis of one round of adaptive
sampling.
Theorem 4. Let A E Rmxn", and V C RI be any linear subspace. Let E = A-irv(A).
Let S be an i.i.d. sample of s rows of A picked from the following distribution:
Pi = Pr (picking a%) cc d(ai, V)2 = I _ai - 7rv(ai) 12 .
Then
ES [A - 7span(VUS),k(A)12J < IA -AI12 +k kIE 112
Remark 5. Notice that using V = 0, Theorem 4 implies Theorem 3 as its special
case.
Proof. This proof is a small modification of the original proof of Theorem 3 by
Frieze, Kannan, and Vempala [15]. We define vectors w, w2 -... , Wk E span(V U S)
such that W = span ({wl,..., wk}) and show that W is a good approximation to
span ({vI, v2,... , Vk}) in the sense that
Es [I1A - rw(A)| 1] <• IA - Ak1l 2 +k -lE ll (2.1)
Recall that Ak s= pan{v1,.-,vk} (A), i.e., span{v,... , vk} is the optimal subspace
upon which to project. Proving (2.1) proves the theorem, since W C span(V U S)
and dim(W) < k.
For 1 < j _ k, define random vectors x3, w EG R n as follows.
3 s1 C (u4
xj =- I --ý (ai -,7y(ai))
and
wj = yrv(A)Tu j + xj.
Since the elements of S are i.i.d., one can think of xj as xj= s ZC, x , where
CE IR are i.i.d. random vectors defined as follows.
) () (ai - 7v(ai)), with probability Pi.J 
-Pi
Notice that when we take coordinate-wise expectation of xj, we get
Es [x3] 1  E [X(1)
/=1
SE(uj)i (ai - rv(a))
i=1
= ETuj
and
Es [wj] = rv(A)TUj + ETuj
= ATuj
Therefore, in exp ctation, W gives the op imal k-dimensional subspace that we are
Therefore, in expectation, W gives the optimal k-dimensional subspace that we are
looking for. Now we can prove a bound on the second central moment of each wj as
follows.
Es [Ilwj - aovjll2] = Es [Lrv(A)T uj + xj - ATuj]
= Es [xj - ETuj]
= Es [llxj 112] - 2Es [xj -ETuj] + IIETulI(2
= Es [lzj 112] - IIETu 2 . (2.2)
We evaluate the first term in (2.2),
E [ j = 1 [2] ZX) 2)
l=1
1 •E [ X () 2] 1E(
l=1
l=1 1<l <12<s
1= E x[ 0 2 (s) Exj ) EX2)
1= 1
s E [  + • E I 2 (2.3)
l=1
In (2.3) we used that xz') and (12) are i.i.d. From (2.2) and (2.3) we have that
31
Es [lwj - Ujvj112] = IZ= 11] I IETUj 112.
The definition of Pi gives us
XE 2 P II(uj)i (ai - irv(ai)) Eli=p1 F
Thus, we get a bound on the second central moment of wj as follows.
Es [Ilw - ojvj112] < 1 IIEII (2.4)
With this bound in hand, we can complete the proof. Let yj = wjl/j for 1 < j < k,
and consider the matrix F = A Ek viyT. The row space of F is contained in
W = span ({w, ... , wk}). Therefore, IA - irw(A) II< IA - FIIF. We will use F to
bound the error I|A - irw(A) 112
F"
By decomposing A - F along the left singular vectors ul,..., ur, we can use the
inequality (2.4) to bound IA - F I~:
Es [A. - 7rw(A)|2] < Es [1 A - F1 ] = ZEs [1(A - F)TUJ
i=1
SEs [IVi - 112]+ S 2
i=1 i=k+l
k 2
< - IE IF + A - Ak IIF.S (2.5)
In general, one can have multiple rounds of adaptive sampling.
pick a new sample of points with probabilities proportional to their
from the span of our initial subspace and the current sample. Here
t rounds of adaptive sampling.
In each step, we
squared distance
is the analysis of
We can now prove the following corollary of Theorem 4, for t rounds of adaptive
sampling, using induction on the number of rounds.
Corollary 6. After t rounds of the adaptive sampling procedure described above where
we pick a sample S = S U ... U St, we have
Es [A --7span(VUS),k(A)12]
S k k2  kt -1 ) kt
- 1 +-++ - +...+ --- 8 A-AkF+ Eo I F
St StSt--1 StSt-1 - ..S2 StSt- 1 ...S 1
t-round Adaptive Sampling
Input: A E Rrnx", integer k < m, initial subspace V D Rn .
Output: a sample S = Si U S2 U .. U St of -- =1 si rows of A, where|Si -= Si.
1. Start with a linear subspace V. Let Eo = A - 7rv(A), and S = 0.
2. For j= 1to t, do:
(a) Pick an i.i.d. sample Sj of si rows of A from the following
distribution:
P(j-1) = Pr (picking ai) cx l (Ej_) i 112
(b) S=SU Sj.
(c) E = A - 7rspan(VUS)(A).
Proof. We prove the theorem by induction on t. The case t = 1 is implied by Theorem
4. For the inductive step, using Theorem 4 with span(V U S 1 U ... U St-1) as our
initial subspace, we have
112t [1A - IIEtII F1Es, A -7rspan(VUS),k(A)F < A - Ak + k St-
Combining this inequality with the fact that
IIEt-111- = JIA - span(vusu...us,_,)(A) I 2  IIA - rspan(VUSiU...ust-i),k(A)jF ,
we get
Est [1A - rspan(VUS),k(A)] A - Ak + k 1A - Wspan(VUSlU...US,-1),k(A)I F
L" St
Finally, taking the expectation over S1,..., St-1:
Es,..s, [1A - rspan(VUS),k(A) II]
S+ kSt[
and the result follows from the induction hypothesis for t - 1. O
Here we restate the corollary in an easier way. Stating it in the following way
highlights an important feature of adaptive sampling: the additive error drops expo-
nentially with the number of rounds.
Corollary 7. Let V C_ RI be a subspace such that I1A - rv (A)I| • a |IA - Akl, for
some a > 0. Then, with V as our initial subspace and using t rounds of the adaptive
sampling described above, where we pick a sample S = S U ... U St such that
S= .... = st-1 = 2k, and st = 4k/e,
we have
Es [IIA - span(VUS),k(A)1F] • 1 + + t) A - Ak 2
Proof. Immediate by substituting the values in Corollary 6. OE
Restating the corollary as above, it is clear that if we can find a good initial
subspace with multiplicative guarantee of a, then using O(log a) rounds of adaptive
sampling we can get down to a multiplicative (1 + E) guarantee. Does such a subspace
V always exist? Can we find it efficiently? We will try to answer these questions in
the next section.
2.5 Volume sampling
Here is another way to generalize the squared-length sampling scheme. We sample
subsets of rows instead of individual rows. Let S be a subset of k rows of A, and As
be the simplex formed by these rows and the origin. Volume sampling corresponds
to the following distribution: we pick subset S with probability equal to
vol(As) 2
P T, TI=k VOI(AT)2 '
In Theorem 8, we will show that for S picked by volume sampling, V = span(S) gives
an expected multiplicative guarantee of (k + 1) for rank-k approximation.
Theorem 8. Let A E Rre x" and S be a k-subset of its rows picked from the following
distribution:
Ps = Pr (picking S) c vol(As) 2,
where As is the simplex formed by points in S with the origin. Then,
Es [A - span(s)(A)12] 5 (k +1)IA -Ak I
Proof. By expanding the expectation we get
FT,ITI=k vol(As) 2Es [A- span(s)A ] 2 ZTITIk Vo(AT) 2  -sp(s)(A)
= S Ik T, vol(AT) 2 E d(a, span(S)) 2
S, lSl=k i=1
Ss,lS|=k 12=1(k + 1)2vol(Asu{(i) 2
-T,ITI=k VoI(AT)
2
3  S,ISI=k+1 VOl(AS)
2
ET,ITI=k Vol(AT) 2
(k + 1)(k  )!-2 il<i2<...<ik 
1 2
(using Lemma 9)
•(k+1) Z U
i=k+l
= (k + 1) IA - Ak F2 (by Proposition 1)
Now we will prove Lemma 9 that expresses the sum of vol(As)2 over all k-subsets
S of the rows of A in terms of the singular values of A.
Lemma 9.
2_ vol(As)" = !)2
S,ISI=k il<i2'<<ik
Proof.
S vol(As) 2 = det(AsA )
s,lsl=k S,ISI=k
where As is a submatrix of A given by rows in S. Now consider the char. poly. of
AAT.
det(AI - AA T) = (A - a12)(A - U2) -.- (A - 2 ),det(AI - AAT ) = 1 2 
_.'
where al > ... > ar , ar+l = ... = am = 0. Comparing the coefficients of Am-k
from both sides (using Lemma 10 for the LHS), we get
det(AsA) = .2 U• .k
S,_SI=k iI<...<ik
Therefore,
vol(As) 2  i r 2 1.2 . 2
S,ISI=k (k!)i<i2<"<ik
Following is a simple linear algebraic lemma that can be found in standard text-
books on matrices and determinants (see [1], for example). It expresses the coefficients
of the characteristic polynomial of a square matrix M in terms of the determinants
of the principal minors of M.
Lemma 10. Let the characteristic polynomial of M E Rmxm be
det(AIm - M) = Am + Cm_lAm - 1 + .. CO.
Then
ck =( 1m -k  det(B) for 1 < k <Tm.
B: principal
k-minor of AAT
The bound proved in Theorem 8 is in fact asymptotically tight as shown in the
following proposition.
Proposition 11. Given any e > 0, there exists a (k + 1) x (k + 1) matrix A such
that for any k-subset S of rows of A,
IA - lrs,k(A)IIF > (1 - E) (k + 1) jA - Ak112.
Proof. The tight example consists of a matrix A E R(k+1)x(k+l) whose rows a,, a2, .. , ak
are the vertices of a regular k-dimensional simplex with sides of length V\, lying on
the affine hyperplane {Xk+1 = a} in Rk+1 and having p = (0,0,...,0, a) as their
2 C)
centroid. For a small enough, the best k dimensional subspace for these points is
given by {Xk+l = 0} and
IA - Ak112 = (k + 1)O2 .
Consider any k-subset of rows from these, say S = {al, a2 , ... , ak}, and let Hs be the
linear subspace spanning them. Then,
IIA - rspan(S),k(A)112  = d(ak+1, Hs)2
We can express the volume of the simplex Cony (0, al,..., ak) in two different ways
vol(Conv (0, al,..., ak)) = avol(Conv (p, al, a2 , . .. ak)) ,
as well as
vol(Conv (0, a1,.
1
,ak)) = k d(ak+l, Hs)vol(Conv (0, al,.
Therefore, we get
d(ak+l, Hs) = (k + 1)a - vol(Conv (p, a,, a2, ... , ak))
vol(Conv (0, a1,..., ak))
Hence, for any e > 0, we can choose a small enough so that
d(ak+1, Hs) 2 J(1 -E)(k + 1)a.
Choose a small enough so that d(p, Hs) > (1 - c)a. Now
d(ak+l, Hs)
d(p, Hs)
d(ak+l, Cnv (a,.. , ak)) k
d(p, Conv (al,..., ak))
since the points form a simplex and p is their centroid. The claim follows. Hence,
112 HS 2 > 1) 2- "-
hIA - lspan(S),k(A) IF = d(ak+l, Hs)2 > (1-E) (k+1)2  2 = (1-E) (k+1) 1A - Ak 2 F.
F1
2.5.1 Intuition from exterior algebra
Here is some intuition from exterior algebra that explains why volume sampling works.
Given a matrix A E Rmx" with rows al, a2 ,... , am, consider a new matrix A' of size
(m) x (n) as follows.
* The rows of A' are indexed by all k-subsets S of the rows of A. For S =
{ail ,a ,... ,aik}, the corresponding row A' is just the wedge product ail A
ai2 A ... A a k E Ak Rn , whose construction is described below.
* ail A ai2 A - - A aik is an (n)-dimensional vector whose coordinates are indexed
, ak)).
by k-subsets T of the columns of A. The T-th coordinate is given by det(As,T),
where AS,T is the k x k submatrix of A given by rows in S and columns in T.
* For a k-subset S, let As be the k x n submatrix given by the rows in S. Some
easy observations show that for any two k-subsets S1 and S2,
(A's, A'sI ) = det(As, A 2),
and
JIA's112 = det(AsA ) = (k!) 2Vol(As) 2.
* The singular values of A' turn out to be products of k singular values of A,
e.g., ail i 2 ... ai k for i1 < i 2 < ... < ik. And the right singular vectors are
wedge products of k right singular vectors of A, e.g., vi1 A vi2 A .. vik for
il < i2 < ... < ik (whose construction is similar to that of ail A ai A A aik
described above).
Hence, the topmost singular value of A' is ala2 ... Uk and its corresponding right
singular vector is vl A v2 A ... vk. Moreover, squared-length sampling on the rows of
A' is equivalent to volume sampling on k-subsets of rows of A. Thus, doing volume
sampling to find the optimal k-dimensional subspace span({v1 , v2 ,... , Vk}) for the
points al, a2 ,... , am E Rn is equivalent to doing squared-length sampling to find the
optimal 1-dimensional subspace span(vi A V2 A ... A vk) for the points {A'E e k()
ISI = k}.
2.5.2 Approximate volume sampling
Here we give an algorithm for approximate volume sampling. In brief, we run a
k-round adaptive sampling procedure, picking one row in each round.
Approximate Volume Sampling
1. Initialize S = 0. While ISI < k do:
(a) Pick a point ai from the following distribution:
Pr (picking ai) oc d(ai, span(S))2 .
(b) S =SU {a}.
2. Output the k-subset S.
Next we show that the above procedure gives an approximate implementation of
volume sampling.
Proposition 12. Let Ps be the probability of picking a k-subset S according to volume
sampling. Then the k-round adaptive procedure mentioned above picks a subset S with
probability Ps such that
Ps < k! -Ps
Proof. Let S = (ai, ai2 ,... ,aik} be a subset of k rows, and let T E IIk, the set of
all permutations of {il, i2 -... , ik}. By notation H,,t, we denote the linear subspace
span(ar(il), aT(- 2),... ,ar(it)), and by d(ai, H,,t) we denote the orthogonal distance of
point ai from this subspace. Our adaptive procedure picks a subset S with probability
equal to
S Ila(il)112 d(a-(i2), H,, 1)2  d(a-(ik), H-,k-1) 2
P r Ak 1A1 Em- d(ai, Hr,1)2  Ei=l d(ai, HT,k-1 ) 2
7rEfIk l ar(il)112 d(aT(i2), H7 ,1)2 ... d(aT(ik), HT,k-1) 2
IAII IA - A-A1112 ... ' A - Ak-1l112
ZE-nk (k!)2Vol(A(S))2
A| 112| A - A 112 -. 1A - Ak-1_11
(k!)3 VOl(A(S))2
n U 2a2 . U2
(k!) a vol(A(S))2
Z1<il<i2<...<ik<m 1 2  k
k! vol(A(S))2
= vol(A()) (using Lemma 9)
-T:ITI=k VO°(A(T)) 2
= k! " Ps
Now we will show why it suffices to have just the approximate implementation of
volume sampling. If we sample subsets S with probabilities Ps instead of Ps, we get
an analog of Theorem 8 with a weaker multiplicative approximation.
Proposition 13. If we sample a subset S of k rows using the k-round adaptive
sampling procedure mentioned above, then
E A - rspan(s)(A)F] (k + 1)! IA - Ak112
Proof. Since we are picking a subset S with probability Ps the expected error is
Es [llA- rspan(s)(A) l1] = E Ps IA -span(S)(A) I I
S,ISI=k
< k! Ps IA- 7rspan(S)(A) 112
S,ISI=k
< k! (k + 1) |A - AkhF (using Theorem 8)
= (k + 1)! |A - AkF11
2.6 Fast algorithm for low-rank approximation
This section has two parts. In Subsection 2.6.1, we will assume the existence of k rows
whose span gives a (k + 1)-approximation for rank-k approximation, as guaranteed
by volume sampling. We will use the span of these k rows as our initial subspace and
then use O(log k) rounds of adaptive sampling to bring the multiplicative error down
to (1 + E). We will prove that, for any real matrix, there exist O(k/f + k log k) rows
whose span contains the rows of another rank-k matrix that has error at most (1 + e)
times the error of the optimal rank-k approximation.
However our inability to do volume sampling exactly leads to a weaker algorithmic
result that uses O(k/c + k2 log k) rows instead. We will discuss this in Subsection
2.6.2.
2.6.1 Existence result
Theorem 14. Any m x n matrix A contains a subset S of 4k/e + 2k log(k + 1) rows
such that there is a matrix A of rank at most k whose rows lie in span(S) and
2 
2
A- A 1 (1 + e) |IA - AkI|F.
Proof. From Theorem 8, we know that there exists a subset So of k rows of A such
that
JA- 7rspan(So)(A)F 2 <• (k + 1) 1IA - Ak IIF
Let V = span(So), t = log(k + 1), a = k + 1 in Corollary 7, we know that there exist
subsets S1,...,St of rows with sizes s = ... = st-1 = 2k and st = 4k/e, respectively,
such that
IA - rIspan(VUSvu ...uSt),k(A) IF • + + ) IA - AkIF
= (1 + ) IIA - Ak112
Therefore, for S = So U Si U... U St we have
t 4k 4k
Isl < ISjl = k + 2k(log(k + 1) - 1)+ -- -- + 2klog(k + 1)
j=0
and
IA - 7rspan(S'),k(A) 2F < (1 + E) IA - Ak F
2.6.2 Fast algorithm for low-rank approximation
In this section we describe an algorithm that given a matrix A E R"~n, finds another
2
matrix Ak of rank at most k such that A - Ak • (1+E) 1A - Akh|F. The algorithmII , li 1E ) I k1F h loi
has two phases. In the first phase, we pick a subset of k rows using the approximate
volume sampling procedure described in Subsection 2.5.2. In the second phase, we
use the span of these k rows as our initial subspace and perform (k + 1) log(k + 1)
rounds of adaptive sampling. The rows chosen are all from the original matrix A.
Here are some details about the implementations of these steps.
In Step 1, we use the k-round adaptive procedure for approximate volume sam-
pling. In the j-th round of this procedure, we sample a row and compute its com-
ponent vj orthogonal to the span of the rows picked in rounds 1,2,..., j - 1. The
residual squared lengths of the rows are computed using EIEj) 12 = EJ') 2 -A) vj,
and IEjF = IIEj_1122 - IIAvj112. In the end, we have an orthonormal basis B0 =
IVa1/ VIvl1 ,..., jVk/l IIkI-.
In Step 3, there are (k + 1) log(k + 1) rounds of adaptive sampling. In the j-th
round, we extend the orthonormal basis from Bj_- to B3j by Gram-Schmidt orthonor-
malization. We compute the residual squared lengths of the rows E 2) as well as
the total, IIEjl 2 , by subtracting the contribution rspan(B• 1\B_)(A) from the values
that they had during the previous round.
Each round in Steps 1 and 3 can be implemented using 2 passes over A: one pass to
figure out the sampling distribution, and an another one to sample a row (or a subset
of rows) according to this distribution. So Steps 1 and 3 require 2(k+ 1) log(k + 1)+ 2k
passes.
Linear Time Low-Rank Matrix Approximation
Input: A E Rm x , integer k < m, error parameter c > 0.
Output: Ak E Rmxn of rank at most k.
1. Pick a subset So of k rows of A using the approximate volume sam-
pling procedure described in Subsection 2.5.2. Compute an orthonor-
mal basis Bo of span(So).
2. Initialize V = span(So). Fix parameters as t = (k + 1) log(k + 1),
s 1 = s2 = ... = st-1 = 2k, and st = 16k/E.
3. Pick subsets of rows S 1,S 2,. . . ,St, using t-round adaptive sam-
pling procedure described in Subsection 2.4. After round j, extend
the previous orthonormal basis Bj-1 to an orthonormal basis Bj of
span(So U S1 U... U Sj).
4. S = Ut=o Sj, and we have an orthonormal basis Bt of span(S).
5. Compute hl,h2,... hk, the top k right singular vectors of
rspan(S) (A).
6. Output matrix Ak = 7span(hl,...,hk)(A), written in the standard basis.
Finally, in Step 5, we compute rspan(s)(A) in terms of basis Bt using one pass (now
we have an m x O(k/e + k2 log k) matrix), and we compute its top k right singular
vectors using SVD. In Step 6, we rewrite them in the standard basis and project
matrix A onto their span, which requires one additional pass.
So the total number of passes is 2(k + 1)(log(k + 1) + 1).
Theorem 15. For any given A E Rrm xn, the above algorithm outputs, with probability
at least 3/4, another matrix Ak of rank at most k such that
2
A- Ak F 5 (1 + e) IA - Ak1i.
Moreover, the algorithm takes
S(M (k + k2 log k + (m + n) + lo + k4 log2 k
time, 0 (min{m, n}(L + k2 log k)) space, and can be implemented using only O(k log k)
passes over A.
Proof. We begin with a proof of correctness. After the first phase of approximate
volume sampling, using Proposition 13, we have
Eso [lA I-span(so)(A)AI1] (k + 1)! IA- Ak 1.
Now using V = span(So), t = (k + 1) log(k + 1), st = 16k/e, st-i =... = s1 = 2k in
Corollary 6 we get that
Es,..
.
,s [A - span(S),k(A)ll]
S1 + - +  + ... A- Ak +A - pan(o)(A) F16 3
* 1 + 1A - Ak 11 tA -oXspan(so)(A) 2w
Now taking expectation over So we have
Eso,...,s [IA - ,span(S),k(A) IF]
< (1 + A - AkI + Eso [llA - span(So)(A) I1]
S(1+ ) IA - Ak + (k + 1)(+) A -Ak
5 (1+ II+ A-Ak 1+ IIAA(k+1)(k+I ) 1A-Ak
= (1 + ý) A - Ak F.
This means
Eso,...,stA - Ispan(S),k(A)I - IA - Akn ] • IA  Ak11
Therefore, using Markov's inequality, with probability at least 3/4 the algorithm gives
a matrix Ak = 7rpan(S),k(A) satisfying
2
A-Ak < (1 + ) IIA - Ak112F
Now let us analyze its complexity.
Step 1 has k rounds of adaptive sampling. In each round, the matrix-vector
multiplication requires O(M) time and storing vector v3 requires O(n) space. So
overall, Step 1 takes O(Mk + nk) time, O(nk) space.
Step 3 has 2(k + 1) log(k + 1) rounds of adaptive sampling. The j-th round
(except for the last round), involves Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization of 2k vec-
tors in RI" against an orthonormal basis of size at most (2j + 1)k, which takes time
O(njk2 ). Computing 7rspan(BJ\B,._)(A) for updating the values Ej)l 2 and I|E| 12
takes time O(Mk). Thus, the total time for the j-th round is O(Mk + njk2).
In the last round, we pick O(k/c) rows. The Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization
of these O(k/c) vectors against an orthonormal basis of O(k 2 log k) vectors takes
O(nk3 log k/c) time; storing this basis requires O(nk/E + nk2 log k) space. So overall,
Step 3 takes O (Mk 2 log k + n(k3 log k/C + k4 log 2 k)) time and O(nk/e + nk2 log k)
space (to store the basis Bt).
In Step 5, projecting A onto span(S) takes O (M(k/c + k2 log k)) time. Now we
have rspan(S) (A) in terms of our basis Bt (which is a m x O(k 2 log k + k/c) matrix)
and computation of its top k right singular vectors takes time
O (m(k/E + k2 log k)2).
In Step 6, rewriting hi, h2 , - , hk in terms of the standard basis takes time
O (n(k3 log k + k2/e)). And finally, projecting the matrix A onto span(hi,..., hk)
takes time O(Mk).
Putting it all together, the algorithm takes
0 M (+ k2 log k + (m + n) + + k3 logk 4 log2 k
time and O (min{m, n}(k/e + k2 log k)) space (since we can do the same with columns
instead of rows), and O(k log k) passes over the data. O
This algorithm can be made to work with high probability, by running independent
copies of the algorithm in each pass and taking the best answer found at the end.
The overhead to get a probability of success of 1 - 6 is O(v/log(1/6)).
2.7 Lower bound for low-rank approximation
Here we show a lower bound of Q(k/E) for rank-k approximation using a subset of
rows. Thus, our sampling-based existence result in Theorem 14 is almost tight.
Proposition 16. Given e > 0 and n large enough so that ne > 2, there exists an
n x (n + 1) matrix A such that for any subset S of its rows with ISI < 1/2e,
IA - rspan(S),l(A)I 2F (1 + e) A - A|IIF
Proof. Let el, e 2 ,... e+l be the standard basis for R + 1, considered as rows. Con-
sider the n x (n + 1) matrix A, whose i-th row is given by A(') = el + f ei+l, for
i = 1, 2,..., n. The best rank-1 approximation for this is A 1, whose i-th row is given
byA() = el + > n1ei +. Therefore,
112,n 12 (n - 1)2E 2 22
A - AI = A') - A')=n n 2  +(n - 1)• =(n- 1)E2.
i=1
Now let S be any subset of the rows with ISI = s. It is easy to see that the best rank-1
approximation for A in the span of S is given by rspan(S),1(A), whose i-th row is given
by prrn(s),x1 (A)(i) = ex + es9 S ei+l, for all i (because it has to be a symmetric linear
combination of them). Hence,
IIA - span(s),l(A)IIF2 = IIA(') - rspan(S),1(A)(i) 12 + IIEA(') - •span(s),1(A)() II2
iES ivs
S ((s - 1)2E2 2 I2 2
=2 +(S - 1) 2 ) S 82+
(S - 1) 2E2  (S - 1) 2  n 2 2 
-+ + + ne -2  - s2
S S S
=- + nE 2 - 2 2.
Now if s < - then A - •span(S),l(A) f = (1 + 2c)ne2 - 2E2 > (1+ E)nE2 > (1+
E) IIA - A 1I1F, for n chosen large enough so that ne > 2. O
Now we will try to extend this lower bound for relative rank-k approximation.
Proposition 17. Given e > 0, k, and n large enough so that ne > 2k, there exists a
kn x k(n + 1) matrix B such that for any subset S of its rows with ISI • k/2e,
JIB - 7rspan(S),k(A) F > (1 + e) IB - Bk IF
Proof. Consider B to be a kn x k(n + 1) block-diagonal matrix with k blocks, where
each of the blocks is equal to A defined as in Proposition 16 above. It is easy to see
that
IB - Bk112- = k IIA - A• 112F
FF
Now pick any subset S of rows with ISI 5< . Let Si be the subset of rows taken from
the i-th block, and let ISi) = - We know that Z=1 IS = k ~ , and hence
nei > nE > 2.
Therefore,
k
B - 7span(S),k(B)F = A - span(S,(A)
i=1
k
Ž (1 + ) hA - A11 F (using Proposition 16)
i= 1 k
= (k + i=1 ") IIA - A, 11
k
Ž (k + k~ IA - A, • (by A.M.-H.M. inequality)
2 (k kE) IIA - A-iA 2
= k(1 + e) IIA - A1I 2
= (1 + e) iB - BkF-.

Chapter 3
Subspace Approximation
Subspace approximation problem is a generalization of low-rank matrix approxima-
tion. Here we want to find a k-dimensional linear subspace that minimizes the sum
of p-th powers of distances to given points al, a2,... am E RI , for p _ 1, i.e., Given
points a,, a2 ,... , am E Rn and k > 0, we want to find a k-dimensional linear subspace
H that minimizes the Lp-error
i=d(ai, H)P1
We denote an optimal subspace by Hk.
When p $ 2 we have neither the luxury of a tool like SVD, nor any simple
description of an optimal subspace (such as the span of top few right singular vectors).
We will show that one can get around this difficulty by generalizing and modifying
some of the sampling techniques used in low-rank matrix approximation. Our proofs
are of geometric nature though, significantly different from the linear algebraic tools
used in low-rank matrix approximation. For a recent review of related work on the
subspace approximation problem, including the cases p = 2 and p = co (where we
want a subspace that minimizes the maximum distance to the points), we refer the
reader to [22].
We obtain a bi-criteria algorithm for subspace approximation: a randomized al-
gorithm that runs in O (mn -k3(k/e)p+ ') time and finds a 6 (k2 (k/e)P+l)-dimensional
subspace whose error is, with a probability of at least 1/2, at most (1 + e) times the
error of an optimal k-dimensional subspace, (Note: We use the notation ((-) to hide
small polylog(k, 1/c) factors for the convenience of readers.) We obtain our results in
several steps, using techniques that we believe are of interest:
1. In Section 3.1, we prove that the span of k points picked using volume sampling
has expected error at most (k+ 1) times the optimum. Since we do not know how
to do volume sampling exactly in an efficient manner, Section 3.1.2 describes an
efficient procedure to implement volume sampling approximately with a weaker
multiplicative guarantee of k! - (k + 1).
2. In Section 3.2, we show how sampling points proportional to their lengths (or
distances from the span of current sample) can be used to find a O (k(k/C)P+l) -
dimensional subspace that gives an additive c (E'-l |ai=1 |)l/p approximation to
an optimal k-dimensional subspace.
3. We call this method of picking new points with probabilities proportional to
their distances from the span of current sample as adaptive sampling. In Section
3.3, we show that if we start with an initial subspace V, then using adaptive
sampling we can find 0 (k(k/e)P+') additional points so that the span of V with
these additional points gives an additive e (E'i 1 d(ai, V)P)1 /p approximation to
an optimal k-dimensional subspace. Moreover, using t rounds of the above
procedure, this additive error is brought down to
Et (E•i=l d(ai, V)P)1/p . The ideas used in this section are adaptations of previous
work for the p = 2 case.
4. Using O(k log k) rounds of the above procedure on the initial subspace V ob-
tained by approximate volume sampling (from Procedure 1 above), we get our
bi-criteria result.
3.1 Volume sampling
In this section, we show how to find a k-subset of the given points such that their span
gives a crude but reasonable approximation to the optimal k-dimensional subspace
Hk that minimizes the sum of p-th powers of distances to the given points.
For any subset S C [m], we define Hs to be the linear subspace, span({aj
i E S}), and As to be the simplex, Cony ({(} U {ai : i E S}). By volume sampling
k-subsets of [m], we mean sampling from the following probability distribution:
vol(As)PPr (picking S) = Ps = v(AS)
ET,ITI=k VOl( T)P
3.1.1 (k + 1)-approximation using k points
Theorem 18. For any al, a2 , a EC R n , if we pick a random k-subset S C [m] by
volume sampling then
s d(aHs) (k + 1)P d(ai, HZ)P.
i=1 i=1
Es d(ai, Hs); vol(AEs)P
S,ISk T, ITI=k VO(AT) d(a, Hs)
_ s,IsI=k E=1 (k + 1)P vol(Asu{li))
-T,JTI=k VOI(AT)P(k + 1)P+' Zs, IS=k+1 Vol(As)P (3.1)
ET,JTI=k VOI(AT)P
For any (k + 1)-subset S, let Vs denote an arbitrary but fixed k-dimensional linear
subspace of Hs containing the projection of Hk on to Hs. Now for any (k + 1)-subset
S, Lemma 19 gives
1
vol(A) (k 1) d(a, Vs) vol (As{i})
iES
Hence, taking p-th power we have
vol(As)P < 1(k + 1)P d(ai, Vs) vol
(k + 1)P-'1
iES
d(ai, Vs) p vol (As\{i)) P
(by H6lder's inequality)
(k + 1 d(a, Vs) vol (As\{i)
iES
Summing up over all subsets S of size (k + 1) we get
vol(As)P < 1(k + 1)
1
- (k + 1)
1
(k+1)
EZ > d(ai, VTu{li)" vol(AT)P
i=1 T,ITI=k
ZE E d(ai, H;)" vol(AT)
i=1 TITI=k
(3.2)
where in the second inequality, the fact that d(ai, VTu{fi) < d(ai, Hk) is because
ai E HTuil} and VTu{i) contains the projection of HZ on to HTu{i}. Finally, combining
Proof.
1
- (k + 1)p
(!s\i ) p
S
S,ISI=k+I
equations (3.1) and (3.2) we get
m m
Es d(ai, Hs)p < (k + 1)P d(ai, Hk)P.
i=-1 i=1
Now we will prove Lemma 19, which replaces Lemma 9 in the previous chapter,
to complete the proof of our generalized volume sampling theorem.
Lemma 19. Let S C [m] be a (k + 1)-subset and V be any k-dimensional linear
subspace of Hs. Then
vol(As) (k 1) d(ai, V) vol(Asil}).
iES
Proof. W.l.o.g. we identify Hs with Rk+ 1 and the k-dimensional subspace V with
span({e 2, e3 , ... , ek+1}), where the vectors {el, e2 ,... , ek+l} form an orthonormal ba-
sis of Rk+l . Let As E R (k+ l )x(k+ l ) be a matrix with rows {ai : i E S} written in the
above basis, and let Ci denote its submatrix obtained by removing row i and column
j. For any k-subset T C S, let A'! be the projection of AT onto V. Then
1
vol(As) - det(As)
(k + 1)! ies
S(k + 1)! (-1) (As)i • idet(Ci)iES
1 1
S(kI) I (As)il Idet(Cil)
iES
(1 
- d(ai, V) vol(A'\{i})
(k + 1) E d(ai, V) vol(As\{Ii),
iES
since vol(A's\{i) • vol(As\{i}). -
3.1.2 Approximate volume sampling
Here we describe a simple iterative procedure to do volume sampling approximately.
Approximate Volume Sampling
1. Initialize S = 0. While ISI < k do:
(a) Pick a point from the following distribution:
Pr (picking ai) oc d(ai, Hs)P.
(b) S=SU {i}.
2. Output the k-subset S.
Theorem 20. Let Ps denote the probability with which the above procedure picks a
k-subset S. Then
Ps < (k!)P -Ps,
where Ps is the true volume sampling probability of S. Thus,
Es d (a , 1H s )'=
m
< (k!)"P - (k + 1)P d(ai, Hk)P ,
i=1
where the expectation is over the distribution Ps. This implies that
Es d(ai, Hs)P
i=l
< k! - (k + 1)
W.l.o.g., let S = {1, 2,..., k}, and let Ilk be the set of all permutations of
.. , k}. For any r E Hk, we also use H, ) to denote span({A( (1l)), A(r( 2)), .. , A(( U))}).
Ila ()l p
rEnk |llallp
d(ar(2), H 1 ) p  d(ar(k), H k - 1 ) p
~i d(ai, H-)P 1• d(a., Hrk-)p
(kPP vol(A )P
-E l Ilaillp - Eml d(ai, H•)P... ( li)=1 d(a,, HZI_()P
(k!) +' Es,lsl=k vol(As)S
- m 'm - Im H
- 1 lail p - ---1 d(ai, H 1 ) P •-. i= d(ai, H Z_)P
Therefore,
Ps
PS
(k!)p+ I ES,ISI=k VOl(AS)P
- E, 1 |alla l- El d(ai, H*)P... Em=l d(a,, HI 1 )P'
Now we claim the following, which completes the proof.
Claim:
k! -S,ISI=k Vol(As)P S (a )... (a
E%, |la, I- Eiml d(a, H{)P... E•=• d(ai, HgI)P -
Proof.
{1, 2,.
m Pd(ai, H*)P
i= )1
Now we will prove the above claim using induction on k. The k = 1 case is obvious.
For k > 1, we can proceed as for equation (3.2) (replacing k + 1 with k) to get
k! Es,ISl=k Vol(As) p
(k - 1)! ( T,ITI=k-1 V(T)P) d(ai, Hkz)P)
ii=1 Ilai II" Z1m d(ai, H*)P... Em, d(ai, HkZ1-)P
(k - 1)! ET,ITI=k-1 VOI(AT)p
<_1,
by induction hypothesis for the (k - 1) case. O
3.2 Additive approximation
We prove bounds on the subspaces that we find in terms of any k-subspace H of Rn",
which therefore, also hold for the optimal subspace HZ.
3.2.1 Finding a close line
Given any k-dimensional subspace H and a line 1, we define HI as follows. If 1 is not
orthogonal to H, then its projection onto H is a line, say 1'. Let H' be the (k - 1)-
dimensional subspace of H that is orthogonal to 1'. Then we define HI = span(H'U1).
In short, H, is a rotation of H so as to contain line 1. In case when 1 is orthogonal to
H, we define H, = span(H' U I), where H' is any (k - 1)-dimensional subspace of H.
Lemma 21. Let S be a sample of 0 ((2k/e)p (k/c) log(k/e)) i.i.d. points from the set
of given points al, a2 , am, using the following distribution:
Pr (picking ai) oc Ila, ip
then, with probability at least 1 - (c/k)k/E, Hs contains a line 1 such that
d(ai, H) p <) d(ai, H)P + - iiai lip
i=-1 i=1 i=-1
where H, is defined as above.
Remark: It means that there exists a k-dimensional subspace H1, within an additive
error of the optimal, that intersects Hs in at least one dimension.
Proof. Let 11 be the line spanned by the first point in our sample, and let 01 be its
angle with H. In general, let lj be the line in the span of the first j sample points
that makes the smallest angle with H, and let Oj denote this smallest angle.
Consider the (j + 1)-th sample point for some j > 1, and assume that
1 1 1
d(a2 , Hj) > ( d(a2 , H)P + ( 11 i lIp (3.3)
Define BAD = {i : d(ai, Hj) > (1 + -) d(aI, H) and GOOD = [i] \ BAD. We
claim that
mS ai · ll> () E i aill. (3.4)
iEBAD i=1
Because, otherwise, using Minkowski's inequality, the triangle inequality for the Lp
norm,
d(a, H,)) d(ai, H,) P  + ( d(ai, HUj)P
i= iEGOOD iEBAD
< (1+ -) ( d(ai, H)P + ( Iall~|'
i (EGOOD EBAD
S + d(a, H)P  + (  1laill p  )
contradicting our assumption about Hij as in equation (3.3).
Inequality (3.4) implies that with probability at least (E/2k)P we pick as our (j+ 1)-
th point ai with i E BAD and by definition
d(aj, Hi) > 1 + d(ai, H).
Now, by Lemma 26, there exists a line l' in span({ai} U Ij) such that the sine of the
angle that 1' makes with H is at most (1 - e/4k) sin 9j. This implies that
sin (+ 1 - ) sin Oj.
Let us call the (j + 1)-th sample a success if either (a) the inequality (3.3) fails to
hold, or (b) the inequality (3.3) holds but sin 0+l < (1 - c/4k) sinOj. We conclude
that the probability that the (j + 1)-th sample is a success is at least (E/2k)P.
Let N denote the number of times our algorithm samples, and suppose that there
are Q ((k/Ce)log(k/c)) successes among the samples 2,... , N. If inequality (3.3) fails
to hold for some 1 < j < N - 1, then Hs contains a line, namely lj, that satisfies the
inequality claimed in the Lemma. Let us assume that the inequality (3.3) holds for
every 1 < j < N - 1. Clearly, we have sin Oj+l < sin 9j for each 1 < j < N - 1 and
furthermore we have sin 0j+1 5 (1 - e/4k) sin 0j if the (j + 1)-th sample is a success.
Therefore
sin ON < (1 -•E) )((k/E)
l og (k/E))
Now using Minkowski's inequality we have
sin 9o < -.
- k
S(d(aiH)P(i=1
where di is the projection of ai onto H, and a' is the projection of a onto HL,. But
d(ai, a') 5 sin ON IaiII, which implies
d(ai, HIN)P) d(ai, H)P) + 'all p
k 
--
i=1
Thus Hs contains the line 1N that satisfies the inequality claimed in the Lemma.
Our algorithm samples O ((2k/E)P(k/e) log(k/e)) times, and the probability that
a sample is a success is at least (e/2k)P. Using the Chernoff inequality with some
care, we conclude that with a probability of at least 1 - (e/k)k/' , there are at least
Q ((k/e) log(k/e)) successes among the samples 2,... ,N. This completes the proof.
3.2.2 From line to subspace
Theorem 22. The above algorithm returns a subset S C [m] of the given points such
that
ISI = 0 (k -(2k/6)P(k/5) log(k/6))
Additive Approximation
Input: a,, a2, ... am n , k > 0.
Output: a subset S C [m] of (k - (k/e) P+I ) points.
1. Repeat the following O(klogk) times and pick the best sample S
amongst all that minimizes E-" 1 d(ai, Hs)p"
2. Initialize S = So = 0, 6 = E/log k. For t = 1 to k do:
(a) Pick a sample St of O ((2k/6)P(k/6) log(k/6)) points from the
following distribution:
Pr (picking ai) oc d(ai, Hs)p .
(b) S - SU St.
1 1
+ d(si, a i) p
i--1
d(ai, HIN)
and
d(ai, Hs)P)
with probability at least 1 - 1/k.
Proof. For a start, let us only look at step 2. From Lemma 21, we know that there
exists a k-dimensional subspace F1 such that dim(FI n HsI) Ž 1 and
= d(a , F 1)P 
)
with probability at least
I I
d(ai, H) P  + k I|ai|p
i= 1 i=-1
1- - k/ .k
Let 7r1 be the orthogonal projection onto (Hsl )-. Consider a new set of points irl(ai)
and a new subspace rr(Fi) of dimension j < k - 1. Using Lemma 21 for the new
points and subspace, we get that there exists a j-dimensional subspace F2 in (Hs,)I
such that dim(F2 l irl(Hs2 )) 2 min{j, 1} and
1 1I
<_ d(Trl (ai), 1r (Fl))P  .
i= 1
< (d(aF,)P
d(ai, H)P)
6
k- 1 117r(ai)IP'
('Iaiir)p
ma||a ill
with probability at least
k k -1
Proceeding similarly for k steps, we have a subspace Fk in the orthogonal complement
of Hslu...usk-• such that dim(Fk) < 1, dim(Fknfrkl(Hsk)) 2 min{dim(Fk), 1}, where
lrt denotes projection to the orthogonal complement of Hslu...ust, and
1 1
Sd(ai, H)P  +6 + + -1 + 1  laI p
i-• li ----
( )d(7r,(ai), F2))P
+ 1 +k+! + -1
< d(ai, H) p
i=
1
+ E Ilaillp
I
Ed(7rk-1 (i), Fk)P
i=M1)(1
with probability at least( 6 1-6 11-- 1 k- 1 ---> ->2--k Tk- k - 2k
The conditions (1) and (2) imply that Fk 7rk-1(Hsk). Therefore with S =
S1 U .. USk, we have d(ai, Hs) = I7Trk(ai)II < d(irk-1(ai),7rk-1(Hsk)) < d(k-1k_ (ai), Fk),
for all i. Hence,
H)
H)
1
+ J O(log k) ||lai |I
i==1
1
+ E Ilaillp=1
(iM=1
with probability at least
probability to 1 - 1/k.
1
12 d(ai, H)P)s
1/2k. Repeating this O(k log k) times boosts the success
O]
3.3 Adaptive sampling
By adaptive sampling we mean picking a subset S of points and then sampling new
points with probabilities proportional to their distances from Hs. The benefits of
doing this were implicit in the previous sections, but here we introduce the most
important one: additive error drops exponentially with the number of rounds of
adaptive sampling.
3.3.1 Exponential drop in additive error
Proposition 23. Suppose we have an initial subspace V of Rn. Then
sample S of 0(k (k /) P+') rows such that
we can find a
+ (E d(ai,i(=d(ai, span(V U Hs))P)
with probability at least 1 - 1/k.
Proof. Use a new points set rx(ai) and a new subspace ir(H), where ir(-) is orthogonal
projection onto V'. Now using Theorem 22 we get
± i 1 )
S d(a ,
1
· ,·V)P
d(ai 7 Hs)P
1 1
< d(ai, H) P
i= 1
i=1
< d(-7r(ai), 7r(H))p
i= 1d(7r (ai) ,7r (Hs) )'
i=l1-
And the proof follows by using
d(ai, span(V U Hs)) • d(wr(ai), ir(Hs)), for all i.
E
Theorem 24. Suppose we have an initial subspace V of R n . Then using t rounds of
adaptive sampling we can find subsets S1 ,S2,..., St C [m] with
such that
( d(ai, span(V U Hsu...ust))p)
i=(1)
1
-1-c
with probability at least (1 - 1/k)t.
Proof. using Proposition 23 in t rounds by induction.
3.3.2 Combining volume and adaptive sampling
We can combine volume sampling and adaptive sampling to give a bi-criteria algo-
rithm for subspace approximation. The algorithm (implicit in Theorem 25 below)
finds a
0 (k2 (k/c)P+l)-dimensional subspace whose error is at most (1 + c) times the error of
the best k-dimensional subspace.
Theorem 25. Let V = span(So), where So is a k-subset of rows picked by Ap-
proximate Volume Sampling procedure (see Subsection 3.1.2), t = O(klog k), and
S1, 2,..., St as in Theorem 24. Then
d(ai, H)P)
with probability 1/k. Repeating O(k) times we can boost this success probability to
3/4, and the subset we find is of size
ISo u S u... U Sl = o (k2(k/1)P"+) .
Computation of these subsets takes time effectively O (mn -k3 (k/E)P+1).
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 24. E]
+ f d(ai, V)P)(i=( 1
IS, u S2u ... uS l= (tk - (k/e)P+1),
)P )
< (1 + )d(ai, Hsou...us,)'
3.4 Angle-drop lemma
Lemma 26. Let F be a k-subspace in R" for some k > 0, l' be any line, a(l') the sine
of the angle that l' makes with F, 1 the projection of 1' onto F (if a(l') = 1 then take
1 to be any line in F), E the orthogonal complement of I in F, and F the subspace
spanned by E and 1'. That is, F is the rotation of F so as to contain 1'. Suppose that
a E IR is such that d(a, F) > (1 + 6/2)d(a, F). Then there is a line I" in the subspace
spanned by 1' and a such that a(l"), the sine of the angle made by 1" with F, is at
most (1 --)a(l').
Proof. The proof is from [22], and is presented here for completeness. Let rSE(-) denote
the projection onto E. Note that lrE(l') is just the origin o. Let a denote the projection
of a onto F, and a' the projection of a onto F. Since d(a, F) > (1 + 6/2)d(a, F), we
have laa'l > (1 + 6/2)laaI. Elementary geometric reasoning about the triangle Aaa'd
(see for example Lemma 2.1 of [22]) tells us that there is a point s on the segment
a'a such that lasl •_ (1 - 6/4)lda'I.
Let & = 7rE(a) = 7rE(d) = rE(a'). We verify that the point q' = a' - & lies on
the line 1'. Considering Aaa'q', and recalling that s lies on a'a, we see that there is
a point q on the segment q'a such that q - s is a scaling of -&. (If & = o, q' and q
degenerate to a' and s respectively.) Let e be the point on the line {ia - t&ht E R}
closest to q. (If & = o, then e = a.) It is easy to verify that teql •5 asI since 5 and s
are on lines parallel to -& and leql is the distance between these lines. Finally, let e'
be the projection of e onto F. Since e is a translation of a by a vector that is scale of
-& and which therefore lies in F, we have Iaa'l = Iee'l. So we have
eq, <_ Ids (1 - dia' = 1 - I) ee'll.
We take 1" to be the line through q. Note that 1" indeed lies in the span of l' and a.
To bound a(l"), it is enough to bound the sine of the angle between 1" and l(e), the
line through e, since e lies on F.
JeqJ ( ) Jee'J (/
a(l") < L 1_  - - a(l'), (3.5)
l oe- 41 |oel 4
where the last inequality can be seen from the facts that e lies on F, e' is the projection
of e onto F, and F is the rotation of F through e'. O
Chapter 4
Applications and Future Directions
The existence results and algorithms for sampling-based dimension reduction from
the previous chapters have several interesting applications, some of which will be
discussed here. We will also see a few related problems.
4.1 Projective clustering
Projective clustering is a generalization of subspace approximation where we want to
find multiple low-dimensional subspaces that fit our data, instead of a single subspace.
Here is a statement of the problem in a very general form; we call it as subspace
projective clustering.
Given points al,a2,...,,a E Rn , k,s > 0, and p > 1, we want to find k-
dimensional linear subspaces H[1], H [2],... , H[s] that minimize the error (E/ =l d(ai, H)P) ,
where H denotes H[1] U H[2] U . -- U H[s]. Let H*[1],..., H*[s] denote the optimal
subspaces and let H* denote their union H* [1] U - - - U H* [s].
There has been a lot of work on various special cases of the projective clustering
[2, 5. 4]. We state here a result from [11] which gives a PTAS for the special case
p = 2, when k, s are taken to be fixed constants.
Theorem 27. Given m points in Rn and parameters B and e, in time
(m O(
°sk3 /E 
)
we can find a solution to the projective clustering problem which is of cost at most
(1 + e)B provided there is a solution of cost B.
For p > 1, Kasturi Varadarajan [12] proved a sampling-based dimension reduc-
tion for subspace approximation can be extended to get a sampling-based dimension
reduction result for projective clustering as follows.
Theorem 28. Given points al, a2 ,..., am . E 1 n and a subspace V of dimension at
least k with the guarantee
d(ai, V)p  < 2 d(ai, H*)p  ,
i=l i=-1
one can find a sample S of
S(sk2(p+2)
additional points from al, a2 ,..., am such that, with probability at least 1 - 1/4ks,
span(V U Hs) contains k-dimensional subspaces H'[1],..., H'[s] satisfying(m 1/P m 1/p
d(a, H')p" (1 + E) d(a~,H*)p
where H' denotes H'[1] U ... U H'[s].
4.2 Over finite fields
Low-rank matrix approximation of matrices over finite fields is quite different from
low-rank matrix approximation of real matrices. We consider the following version
of the problem. Given a matrix A E FX", find another matrix B E FX" such that
dH(A, B) is minimized, where dH(', ) is the entry-wise Hamming distance between A
and B.
Unlike the low-rank approximation of real matrices, this problem turns out to be
NP-hard as shown in Proposition 29 below.
Proposition 29. The problem of finding the best rank-k approximation to A E T2xn
under the Hamming distance is as hard as the Nearest Codeword Problem. Moreover,
the reduction preserves the approximation factor.
Proof. Given an instance of the Nearest Codeword Problem: a generator matrix
G E Fexk and a codeword y C F1, we reduce it to a low-rank matrix approximation
problem as follows. We construct an m by n matrix A, where m = k(l + 1) + 1 and
n = 1, whose first row is y and the others are (1 + 1) copies of G T , GT,..., G', where
G 1, G2..., Gk are the columns of G.
Let the nearest codeword to y be x E span(GT ,G T , ... ,G T ) . Also let Ak be
the best rank-k approximation to A, and let S be the span of the rows of Ak. We
claim that S = span(G1,G 2 ,...,Gk) and therefore, dH(A, Ak) = dH(x, y). Other-
wise, if S # span(G T , GT,..., GT), then Ak makes at least one error for each block of
GT, G,... , Gk, which implies that dH(A, Ak) _ 1+1. But using span(GT , G, ... , GT )
we can get a rank-k approximation A with error dH(A, A) = dH(x, y) < I, which is a
contradiction to Ak being the best rank-k approximation. Ol
We know that the Nearest Codeword Problem is hard to approximate within any
constant factor, unless P=NP [10]. So the above reduction implies that there is
no constant factor approximation algorithm for low-rank matrix approximation over
finite fields, unless P=NP. Although some sampling-based dimension reduction results
can be shown for this problem, they do not lead to efficient algorithms. It would be
interesting to show hardness of some special cases (even rank-1 matrix approximation
of matrices over IF2) and find efficient algorithms for low-rank matrix approximation
over finite fields. This problem is similar in nature to the matrix rigidity problem [6]
and may have other important consequences.
4.3 Missing entries
Another interesting problem is to consider low-rank matrix approximation of matrices
with missing entries, where the error of approximation is measures only over the
entries that are present. For example, given A E RmX ", let M C [m] x [n] be the set
of its missing entries. We want to find another matrix B E Rm xn of rank at most k
such that
IA - BII = (Aij - Bi))2
(i,j)VM
is minimized.
Another way of looking at this problem is as follows. Given affine subspaces
A 1, A 2,..., Am C Rn , we want to find a k-dimensional subspace V that minimizes
m
E d(A, V)2.
i=1
This is more general that the missing entries problem as the subspaces may not be
axis-aligned. Luis Rademacher pointed out to me that the optimal solution for these
problems, as stated above, may not always exist, i.e., there may exist a sequence
of k-dimensional subspaces with arbitrarily small errors but no single k-dimensional
subspace with zero error. So sampling-based multiplicative approximation results do
not make sense. However, many of the additive approximation results (e.g., Theo-
rem 22, Proposition 23, and Theorem 24) still hold with little modifications in their
proofs. Proving hardness results and finding efficient algorithms for low-rank matrix
approximation with missing entries is a promising direction for future work.
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